
It’s well-known that most people still prefer to 

shop in store using the web to research products 

and find deals. So, how do retailers like Men’s 

Wearhouse take advantage of this behavior?   

Today, digital marketing is driving more 

in-store sales than offline marketing. 

With Rakuten and RevTrax’s ability to track the in-store 

impact of affiliate marketing at a transactional level, brands 

can leverage consumers’ online behavior to provide relevant, 

actionable offers across multiple channels and devices in real time. 

This empowers you to:

• Measure the impact of your digital marketing by tracking each consumer’s 

path to purchase from online to in store

• Distribute secure and highly personalized offers to consumers in real time 

that can be saved to a mobile wallet or printed for redemption in store

• Empower affiliates to promote in-store offers and earn a commission

• Expand distribution, driving increased brand exposure and incremental in-store purchases

• Collect valuable data about your customers and what motivates them along their path to purchase

What are the benefits of tracking Online-to-Offline (O2O)?

Case Study

Drive Incremental
In-Store Sales at Scale

with Rakuten & RevTrax

By working with the RevTrax Offer Management Platform, Rakuten Marketing was able to associate click-
level affiliate tracking parameters with the resulting SKU-level purchases at Men’s Wearhouse brick and 
mortar locations. 

By leveraging the ability to capture in-store purchase data from online engagement, Men’s Wearhouse was 
able to drive substantial increases in affiliate in-store purchases resulting in the following highlights:

The RevTrax Offer Management Platform together with Rakuten Marketing 
empowers retailers to utilize the affiliate channel to drive incremental in-
store sales. Learn how a brand like Men’s Wearhouse was able to 
leverage their customers’ online behavior to deliver relevant, actionable 
offers across multiple channels and devices in real time, resulting in higher 
sales and in-store revenue.

$19+ Million in sales

89% of clicked ads resulted in an activated offer

$122 earnings per hundred clicks

“Rakuten Marketing and RevTrax have built a tremendous O2O offering, empowering us to drive 
incremental brick-and-mortar sales at scale leveraging the affiliate channel.”   Loretta Huang, 
Director of Digital Marketing, Men’s Wearhouse

Learn how the RevTrax Offer Management Platform can help your brand. 
Contact BDR@revtrax.com to get started today! 

with Rakuten Marketing & RevTrax

2X  average basket size
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Learn how the RevTrax Offer Management Platform can help your brand. 
Contact BDR@revtrax.com to get started today! 

Why An OMP Is a Game-Changer for Affiliate Marketing
A leader in the retail industry, the RevTrax Offer Management Platform has helped over 600 brands 
maximize ROI with intelligent offers that integrate everywhere so marketers can regain control, measure 
performance, and save money. This is accomplished by connecting brand engagement to any purchase 
across the marketing ecosystem with personalized offers, valuable first-party data, and path-to-purchase 
insights.  

RevTrax arms retailers with the knowledge to understand how to efficiently increase and understand their 
sales, especially when it comes to the offline world. With trackable offers, brands can connect online data - 
like affiliate engagement - to actual, in-store purchases. 

The ability to track a purchase from online-to-offline is particularly beneficial in the context of affiliate 
marketing in the following ways: 

• Empowers retailers to drive incremental in-store sales at scale distinguishing between new or existing 
customers using audience data. 

• Expands distribution, driving increased brand exposure and incremental in-store purchases. 
• Utilizes a variety of vehicles that fit for any brand - mobile coupons, receipt upload, cash-back 

certificate, donation certificates, gift with purchase and gift cards.  
• Grows relationships with affiliates by empowering them to promote in-store offers and generate 

considerably higher commissions.

The Key Benefits
By partnering with Rakuten Marketing and The RevTrax Offer Management Platform, advertisers like Men’s 
Wearhouse can deliver the following: 

• Incremental Sales: Via DMP integration and Rakuten Marketing Consumer Graph, new vs. existing 
customers are identified and served relevant offers.  

• Mobile Optimization: Each customer receives the right offer format - Mobile Wallet (see below) or Print-
at-Home - with device responsive technology for each mobile OS. 

• Greater Reach, Scale, & Security: Offers scale across the entire network on day 1. Links cannot be copied 
from approved affiliate sites and the platform works with the entire Rakuten Marketing network from the 
beginning. 

• Flexibility & Control: Single-use offers that run down to the SKU-level are served in real-time. Each offer is 
controlled via activation caps/total budgets. 

• Robust Tracking & Reporting: Loyalty affiliates are supported with tracking down to the member-level. 
Additionally, the RevTrax OMP processes returns.
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